1. ALA Committee on Literacy, “The American Dream Starts @ your library”

2. ALA Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Round Table, “GLBTRT”

3. ALA SRRT - Martin Luther King Jr. Task Force, “Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday Sunrise Celebration”


8. California State University Long Beach, “Teaching Digital Citizenship to Youth with Autism Spectrum Disorders”


More Listings on Reverse
(Continued from Reverse)

10. The Coretta Scott King Book Awards Committee, “The Coretta Scott King Book Awards”


12. Gail Borden Public Library District, “Remember Me: Serving Persons with Alzheimer’s and Dementia”

13. Hartford Public Library, “We Belong Here”


15. Library of Congress, “EEO Specialist/ADA Coordinator”


17. Queens Library, “Greening Western Queens: Reaching New Americans”

18. REFORMA, “REFORMA - The National Association to Promote Library and Information Services to Latinos and the Spanish-speaking”


21. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign GSLIS, “Mix IT Up!”

22. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign GSLIS, “Speaking Up: Forming Alliances to Preserve Local History”

23. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Information and Library Science, “How the Library Community is Building a Bridge to Literacy for African American Male Youth”


26. Wayne State University School of Library and Information Science, “The SLIS Diversity Graduate Student Assistantship”
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